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DANONE’S SMOOTH TRANSITION FROM  
ISO 22000 TO FSSC 22000 

稳转换

 

Danone (China) Food and Beverages Co Ltd transitioned from ISO 22000 to FSSC 22000. 

Mr. Dai, Associate Director of Food Safety and System of Danone (China) will share his 

experiences during this transition. 

 

With over 5000 employees, 25 local sales offices, six factories, and headquarters in 

Guangzhou, Danone China Food and Beverage is a big player in the market of vitamin 

drinks. Mr. Dai, Danone’s Associate Director of Food Safety and System of more than 

nine years, will tell us more about this transition.  

 

All of Danone’s factories had been ISO 9001 certified already when in 2010, it was also 

decided to become ISO 22000 certified. ISO 22000 has the same management system 

structure as ISO 9001 and focuses only on food safety, while ISO 9001 covers quality 

management and applies to multiple industries. This focus was one of the primary 

reasons for Danone to implement the ISO 22000 standard. But it didn’t stop there.  

 

In 2014 the Danone’s global headquarters required the transition of ISO 22000 to FSSC 

22000 certification from all of their sites. This requirement resulted in the first of the six 

beverage factories in China becoming FSSC 22000 certified in 2014, while the other 

followed in the years coming. The last site received certification in 2016. 
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转换过 当时 开  

“We didn’t experience the transition as challenging, and it ran very smoothly. It all 

started with training on the pre-requisite programs (PRPs) and additional requirements 

necessary for FSSC 22000 certification. When the training was over, we reviewed the 

PRPs and additional requirements one by one to enhance our existing food safety 

management system. After six to nine months, we were ready for our first FSSC 22000 

audit, and we only received one non-conformity. The reason for this smooth transition 

is that we had a strong ISO 22000 fundament in place. Because of that, we could focus 

on all of the additional requirements and sector-specific pre-requisite programs and 

build upon the food safety system we had in place.” 

 

 

< insert image of FSSC 22000 scheme > 

 

们 认证带来 吗

“What we experienced is that the pre-requisite programs and the FSSC 22000 additional 

requirements are more specific to our sector and, most of all, more systematic. 

Implementing the PRPs helps prevent specific food safety issues from happening, like 

cross-contamination. 

Another significant benefit was the FSSC 22000 additional requirements like the 

unannounced audits. For our China sites, we have introduced unannounced audits as 

the standard. So, every year, we are audited unannounced instead of announced by our 

Certification Body. But this doesn’t only apply to our third-party audits. For our internal 

audits, we have implemented a similar system of unannounced audits.” 
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谢 们 转换 验 对 获

证 说 关 转换 话吗

“Our experience with FSSC 22000 is that it is a good and systematic scheme. We notice 

that more and more clients recognize it, and it contains specific and clear requirements. 

Having the ISO 22000 fundament in place made it easy to move to FSSC 22000 

certification. And the transition brought us the benefit of improving our internal food 

safety procedures by using the additional requirements of the robust food safety 

management system FSSC 22000.” 

 


